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**Introduction**

**Real Aluminium and Interiors (Pvt) Ltd**

**Aluminium Fabricators**

**WF 13930**

**Nation Trust Bank / Commercial Bank**

**189/D, Borella Rd, Godagama, Homagama.**

**General line**

- 011-3031881

**Hot line**

- 071-4452701

**Mobile**

- 072-2263230 / 072-2263250

**Fax**

- 011-2752324

**E-mail address**

- realaluminiumsl@gmail.com

**Web**

- www.realaluminium.com

**Head Office**

**Work Shop**

- No. 48/A10, Lionel Jayasinghe Av, Godagama, Homagama.

---

**Projects/Other**

- Mallika Hemachandra Jewellers - Liberty Plaza
- Sanasa Bank - Panagoda
- Sampath Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd - Godagama, Homagama
- Mrs. Ranasinghe - Building at Kottawa Main Town
- Dr. Mala - Building at Godagama, Homagama main Town
- Mr. Pathirana - Building No. 1 at Kottawa, Main Town
- Mr. Pathirana - Building No. 2 at Godagama, Homagama
- Winston Trading (Pvt) Ltd, at Liberty Plaza.
- Miracle International (Pvt) Ltd, at Mattegoda
- Ashok Garment Factory at Homagama
- Amalya Hotel at Pippleana, Homagama
- Sathosa (Government) Godagama, Homagama
- Kumari Book Shop - Building No. 1, 2 at Walipillawa
- Priya janaka Hardware - Building at meegoda
- Excellent Trading - Building at High Level Road, Meegoda
- Mr. Udaya Kumara - Building at Habarakada
- Mr. Kapila - Building at Pore, Athurugiriya
- Mr. Laxman - Building at Kalaniya
- Mr. Gamini Building at Kadawatha

---

**Clients**

- Mallika Hemachandra Jewellers - Liberty Plaza
- Sanasa Bank - Panagoda
- Sampath Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd - Godagama, Homagama
- Mrs. Ranasinghe - Building at Kottawa Main Town
- Dr. Mala - Building at Godagama, Homagama main Town
- Mr. Pathirana - Building No. 1 at Kottawa, Main Town
- Mr. Pathirana - Building No. 2 at Godagama, Homagama
- Winston Trading (Pvt) Ltd, at Liberty Plaza.
- Miracle International (Pvt) Ltd, at Mattegoda
- Ashok Garment Factory at Homagama
- Amalya Hotel at Pippleana, Homagama
- Sathosa (Government) Godagama, Homagama
- Kumari Book Shop - Building No. 1, 2 at Walipillawa
- Priya janaka Hardware - Building at meegoda
- Excellent Trading - Building at High Level Road, Meegoda
- Mr. Udaya Kumara - Building at Habarakada
- Mr. Kapila - Building at Pore, Athurugiriya
- Mr. Laxman - Building at Kalaniya
- Mr. Gamini Building at Kadawatha.
Real Aluminium consists of highly skilled workforce supported by effective management, striving to produce the best for its customers catering to their needs. Our service and products are always personalized according to customer requirement.

For the past 13 years of service and experience has enabled the company to broaden its parameters to all areas concerned in aluminium fabrication. Utilizing the modern machinery and expertise, Real Aluminium has constantly taken extra effort and care to give an immaculate finishing touch to the products of a promising durability ensured by remarkable after service rendered to our customers whenever they expect it.

Consequently we are now capable of undertaking any customer requirement from the simplest to the most complex.

We do strongly believe that the success of business can be gained by dedication.

One of our main objectives is to give the best service to our customers.

Real Aluminium believes that the secret of its rapid growth and success during the past few years is mainly because of the skillful workforce of the company steered by the timely taken precise management decisions. Realizing this primary fact the management intensifies interviews and practical tests for the employees to evaluate their technical expertise, professionalism and previous experience at the enrollment. Real Aluminium also takes pride in creating a friendly and safe working atmosphere for all its employees securing their self confidence and safety at work. This in return yields efficiency and creativity for the betterment of the company’s career. To fulfill the objectives of the company the management needs to rely on employees who are to execute the jobs entrusted to them successfully. As a practical solution to this very need regular training and motivation programmes and incentive schemes are held yearly for employees so as to enhance the know how and skills in their respective fields.
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Human Resources

Real Aluminium believes that the secret of its rapid growth and success during the past few years is mainly because of the skillful workforce of the company steered by the timely taken precise management decisions. Realizing this primary fact the management intensifies interviews and practical tests for the employees to evaluate their technical expertise, professionalism and previous experience at the enrollment. Real Aluminium also takes pride in creating a friendly and safe working atmosphere for all its employees securing their self confidence and safety at work. This in return yields efficiency and creativity for the betterment of the company’s career. To fulfill the objectives of the company the management needs to rely on employees who are to execute the jobs entrusted to them successfully. As a practical solution to this very need regular training and motivation programmes and incentive schemes are held yearly for employees so as to enhance the know how and skills in their respective fields.
To Be a quality market leader in technical fabrication and installation in Sri Lanka through hardworking dedication and innovation.

Vision

Real Aluminium offers professional consultancy from designing to final construction including furnishing and interior / exterior decorations to enhance the ultimate elegance of the job undertaken. Qualified designers and sites as routine check ups for quality assurance.

Free consultancy and supervision by professionals on industrial Technology

Deligent after sales service including guidance on proper maintenance practices and regular contribution to maintenance requirements through the service agreement offered at concessional rates.

An assurance of product quality and durability through a lifetime guarantee period for aluminium extrusions and 10 years guarantee of powder coated aluminium extrusions.

Superior after sale service allows customers to get alterations and repairs done at fair rates or free charge (Conditions apply)

Services
To utilize modern machinery and technology strategically in fabrication and installation to meet customer requirement cost effectively.
Real Aluminium fabrication excellence totally depends on the quality of the material used and craftsmanship supported by modern technology which results in unmatchable uniqueness and cost effectiveness.

Consequently basic aluminium used in our structures and products are of guaranteed superiority. In addition of innovative and eye catching colours to the basic material gives life to our creations to meet the customer requirement satisfactorily. At the same time the company’s ecofriendly theme is always considered with every individual job undertaken assuring the fabricated environment for the customer.

Our Products range stretching from the economy level up to the luxury class creates an opportunity for everybody to get their dream work done by us from the simplest domestic structures to the massive complex structures at an affordable and competitive market price.

Products
Our products made, Therefore minimal maintenance is needed and lifetime durability is expected. The products are always tailor made to the customer requirement and do not bear any resemblance to the products of the same kind designed for any other customer in the present or past. This makes customer investment exceptionally beneficial.

- Doors
  - Sliding, folding, swing and auto
- Windows
  - Sliding and casement
- Louvers
  - Fixed and glass
- Doors and partitions
- Curtain wall systems
  - Tempered glass and Aluminum
- Ceiling
  - Grid & Gypsum System
- Office Partitions
  - Fabric, Glass, Cladding, Laminated
- Shower cubicles
  - Glass
- Aluminum cladding
- Canopies & Skylights
  - Glass, Poly carbonate sheets